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REPORT OF THS UN/fAO 7GRLD FOOD PHOGRaM
TO TUB EOOHQMIC C0IS1IS3I0N FOR AFRICA .._

I. WFP SINCE TH3 7TH SESSION OF BOA

1. Significant changes, from the standpoint of the World Food
have marked the two years that have passed since the 7th session of A

2. Food aid be^an as a means of using agricultural surpluses at the
disposal of certain countries. These surpluses are about to **••»{£»»
yet food aid remains more necessary than ever. The experience of WK? has
shown that it was an essential element in financing economic and social
development, and that food aid was indispensable while waiting for all
countries to reach a suitable food level, either by their own agricultur
al production or by their capacity of disposing of the foreign exchange
required for the importation of the products needed oy them. Therefore,
the problem now is for the countries which can easily raise their
agricultural output to produce deliberately with a view to food aid. _
this respect, the recent decision of the United States Government to
increase sowings by a return to production of several million hectares, is
of considerable importance. Other governments are seriously atudyxng

this problem at this moment.

3. The study called for by tho United Nations General Assembly in it;
resolution 2096 (XX) on the role of multilateral food aid comes into this
general context and within the framework of world strategy of deveiopnieot*
This study, launched by the United Nations and FAO, will be linked to the
Indicative V/orld Agricultural Plan being prepared by FAO, as well as to
the work of UNCTAD, because certain developing countries could play an

ti f dlibto productioa xn exoass 01
the work of UNCTAD, because cerai pg
important part in the perspective of a dslibe^ato productioa xn

present trade requirements.

4. From the institutional point of view, it should he recalle* ^t WFP
was still in the experimental stage at tho beginning of 1965. Decisions
on the future of this experiment were taken only at the end of that year•
Tho FAO Conference on 6 December 1965 by its resolution No, 4/65 an*
tho United Nations General Assembly on 20 December 1965 by its resolution

/.do 2095 (XX) decided in fact that WFP would be "extended on a continuing
basis for as long as multilateral food aid is found feasible and

desirable"•

5. The same resolutions set the target of voluntary governmont °™^u-
tions at 275 million dollars for tho three-year period of 1966-65, after
100 millions had been envisaged and nearly reached for the first three-

year period (1963-65)•

6. Although one year has elapsed since tho conference on contributions
held at New York in January of 1966, the objective has not been reached?
about 216 million dollars have been pledged, but as the *>iggest contor
tion, that of the United States of America, is made available to WFP only
to the extont of the total amount of the other contributions, the result
is that tho real resources available to tho Program for the prosent

period do not exceed l6l million dollars.

54152/B
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7. Since the start of, its operations, the Program has thus had at its

disposal total resources of about 257 mllli'on -dollars.- ■■ It is known that

these resources must serve not only development operations - which form

the major activity of the Program and v/hich will "be examined in detail

in Chapter II belov/ - but also emergency aid to deal with the unforesee

able needs of countries hit by natural disasters, etc. On 21 October

about 30 million" dollars had been spent or committed for this purpose,

and nearly 23 million dollars had been set aside for requirements of this

kind which may arise from now until the end of 9^8

It should be pointed out that 17 of the 41 emergency operations under

taken by WFP were carried out on the African continent, Table I gives a

detailed list of these operations.

8, Taking into account, in addition to about 53 million dollars reserved

for emergency operations, the administrative costs of the Program which

we are trying to keep as low as possible - that is, 14 million dollars

for the six years from 1963 to 1968 - the sum of 189 million dollars has
been or will be assigned to development operations. The 187 projects
approved by 10 November 1966, the closure date of the 10th session of the

Intergovernmental Committee, represent commitments of about 161.6 million
dollars. Part of these commitments refer to the vear 1969 and later and
consequently will have to be financed by future contributions. Thus,

only about 51 million- dollars was left on that date, Now, requests under
study amount to nearly 90 million, dollars. These figures clearly sho?/

that1 "the- raajx>r problem of WFP is one of resources.

9, The situation appeared so disturbing at the last session of the

Economic and Social Council, and of the FaO Council that it oaused the two
bodies to- launch an appeal to governments to supply Y/FP with the resources

which would enable it to live up to the hopes placed in it by the

developing countries.

10. It is not- without interest to note in this connection that 24 of the

85 government contributions announced by 15 November 19^6 came from
Africa. Even :if circumstances aro such that most of these contributions
are symbolic, the fact remains that they reflect the universal character

of the program. It will be "noted with equal interest that six of those

African contributions came from countries which so far have not asked to

benefit from WFP aid.

11. WFP IN THE SERVICE OF DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

11. Examination of tho list of 54 approved development operations in
Table II leads to certain observations and makes it possible to draw some

conclusions.

12. To bogin with, one is struck by the importance of two big groups of'
operations - education and professional training, on tho on© hand, and
rural development on the other, This first statement already suggests
that WFP makes its contribution to two key seotors in the development of

this continent.
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Education and training1

13. ECA has often enough put the accent on the decisive role of the

training of African cadres. ■Therefore, no lengthy commentaries are needed

here. It will "be sufficient to note that WP furnishes seven countries

with products making possible the preparation of a daily meal in school

canteens or the feeding of boarders;; five of these operations concern

primary schools, and two secondary and technical schools. Moreover, in

two countries WFP furnishes products to children's centres or villages

where orphaned pupils are housed. Finally, four projects are under study.

They aim above all at secondary education, the sign of a tendency

destined to become stronger.

14« The operations in progress have in general made it possible not only

to feed the pupils better, with its implications for their health and

school performance, not to mention the introduction, by this moans, of

improved food habits. But they have also ensured the pupils' attendance

throughout the school year. This aid has also enabled certain governments

to feed more pupils, sometimes by opening more canteens and boarding

schools, "y

15. It will be noted that this group of operations (whioh in two oases
also includes aid to ©xpoctant and nursing mothers and to children of pre

school age) has absorbed a little more than one-fifth of the total value
of the products^ however? this proportion varies strongly with the sub-

regions (l2 percent in North Africa, 4 percent in tfost Africa, 25 percent

in Central Africa and 47 percent in East Africa).

16. On the other hand, as regards the training of cadres and professional

training, one might be astonished that this category represents only 3.4

percent o«f the value of the products, and that it comprises only four

operations (and a literacy campaign). Three of these operations are.
being carried on in. a single country, "where they help in the training of

apprentices, agricultural advisers and artisans. It is true that a

number of other operations, notably in 'Jest and Central Africa, include an

clement of agricultural professional training. However, it may be

thought that there is a field here v/here WFP aid could be requested and

supplied more

Rural

17. This chapter is so vast, comprising half the operations and absorbing

two-thirds of the value of the products furnished to African countrios,

that it has seemed wise to subdivide it somewhat, although distinctions

are not always easy because of the nature of oertain operations* Besides,

and above all, development has varying aspects according to climate and

population.

l/ For a detailed discussion of the relationship between eduoation and
food aid it would be useful to refer to the WPP studyj Pood Aid and

Education (document P/WFPsS6).
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18, In North Africa, development means above all protection and reclamation
of soil, notably by reafforestation, and irrigation. An important group of

WPP-assisted operations^ in fact, concerns reafforestation,which absorbs

nearly one-quarter of all aid received by ITorth Africa. The most important

operation has been undertaken by Algeria? v/here the People's Reafforesta-* .

tion work-sites are planting 10 million trees in all northern departments

of the country.

19« Irrigation too, has a good place, directly and indirectly. WFP

supplies aid, making it possible to givo wages partially in kind to

peasants working on the construction of a network of'secondary and tertiary-

canals for the irrigation of Upper Egypt, on an area of about 340,000

hectares. Besides, two operations - ono in UAB, the other in Sudan - are

also linked to irrigation, in the sense that building of the Aswan Bam has

made it necessary to shift about 40,000 villagers of Nubia and 50,000

Sudanese peasants of the Wadi Haifa aroa. WPP aid helps ensure the

subsistence of these poople during the period of their resettlement at Kom

Ombo (UAE) and at Khasm-el-Girba (Sudan) pending the first harvest,

20, Development does not always arisa in the form of big sectional

operations (reafforestation, irrigation), but also in the form of regional
operations of a more complex structure. In Morocco, for instance, ono

operation in the process of realisation and a project under study, in two

arsas of the western Eif, call for work to defend and. restore the soil by

tho building of anti-erosion banks, improvement of pasturage through

protection of shrubberies, building of tracks to collection points* and

small-soale irrigation work.

21, There is yet another field of activity which is represented only by a

single operation (but it is one of the most important of all WFP~assiste&
operations in Africa), but is no loss important! the settlement of nomads*
A vast program is in progress in tho northwestern coastal area of tho

United Arab Republic5 WFP aid enables the nomads in process of settlement

to subsist ponding their first harvest, as wo11 as to improve the quality

of their livestock.

22, The common denominator of the work mentioned in the three first

categories above is that it uses much labour and relatively little

equipment. In an area with big concentrations of poople and strong rural

underemployment, the recruitment of labour presents no difficulty. Its

organization at this level is not an insurmountable problem for states

whose effort in this field is known. What remains is the qusstion of

payment to the workers. It is a difficult question because resources aro

limited and because the mobilization of large masses of workers for work

that is indispensable but with deferred yield would only strengthen

inflationary tendencies. Therefore, they aro pre-eminently operations,

where food aid has its perfect justification,

23« In tropical Africa, problems present themselves in quite a different

way. Apart rrom a oxg operation in Ghana - the resottlomont of 80,000

people, or 16,000 families, who had to be shifted following construction
of the Akosombo Dam on the Volta - which thereby compares with the two

North African operations mentioned above, no vast WP-assisted undertaking3

aro to be found in West and Central Africa.
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24i The average value of products furnished for development operations
(that is, excepting education and training projects) is a"bout 650', 000
dollars in Africa south of tho Sahara, as against more than 1*5 millions to
the north (and 1 million on a continental average). On the other hand, if
wg leave out throe operations totalling 9.5 million dollars which are of
a somewhat special nature^ following emergency operations made necessary
by drought in southeast Africa, the average of operations in '.Zest, Central
and East Africa hardly exceeds 400,000 dollars. In tropical Africa, popuW
lations are,ofton scattered and this dispersion often marks the character
of development operations: they aro generally undertaken at the village
level. Under these conditions, rural animation programs, such as the

WFP-assisted program in Senegal, seem to he of decisive importance., WST
aid makes it possible to organize "brief courses of instruction for

animators. Their task is then to stimulate and guide the activities of
their home areas*

25. These activities - which food aid also helps to stimulate «• are
extremely varied. They include the extension of cultures, such as rice
and other cereals in Mali, Senegal, or vegetables in Botswana and in
Senegal, the planting of orchards (Mali)3 hydraulic work in villages (wells
and reservoirs in Upper Volta, Senegal and Botswana)^ the building of

tracks (Western Caraeroons, Senegal, Botswana and Lesotho)^ improved
sanitation in villages (Senegal, Botswana), construction of claQs«roomg,
etc. These .examples serve perhaps to consider that work of local interest
assisted by WffP in Africa is linked as closely as possible to the increase
of production.

26. Moreover, this does not rule out more important operations,. One of
them, in Ghana, is bound up with the resettlement of Volta peasants,
which has already been mentioned. WFP products will help the peasants to
clear (on about 17,000 hectares) the sites of their future cultures. In
Tchad, they serve to pay in part tho workers engaged in building and

repairing dykes protecting polders on the shores of Lake Tchad, This will
help increase the production of cereals,

27. Bast Africa is carrying out a series of small operations,different and
similar at the same time. The aim is to develop cultures but the means is
settlement. There are four operations to shift peasants from overpopulaied
or barren areas to new areas where they clear the land, put it under ■
cultivation, and build new villages. Throe operations for the permanent
establishment of refugees have the same aim, Finally, in Madagascar, a
pilot operation receives WFP aid which favours the establishment of
settlers' families in a new rice-growing area.

Livestock breeding

28. In the field of livestock breeding, which is so important, whether it
is a matter of integrating agriculture with livestock raising, of
developing cultivation employing animal labour, or of producing animal
proteins. WFP assists only three projects representing together less than
five percent of the total value of products. However - and this is in the
direction of integration between agriculture and livestock - agricultural
development operations, particularly in UAE and Morocco, carry with them'
action in favour of the development of livestock breeding.
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Moreover, several projects are under study, in Mali, Kenya and on
Mauritius Island.

Contribution to the stabilization of agricultural prices

29* A particular type of operation deserves some consideration here
although for a more thorough discussion it is necessary to refer to a

report prepared by the Executive Director for the 9th session of tho

.. Intergovernmental Committee, l/
Although it is still too eo.rly to draw definite conclusions, one cannot

fail to find interest in four operations for stabilization of tho prices f

of basic cereals. WFP aid in this case consists in helping create

seasonal regulating stocks. They enable the governments or their cereals

offices to intervene on the market by selling stocks when prices are

rising as a product becomes scarce, generally on the eve of a harvest^

and by buying when prices drop after the harvest. Evidently such

intervention must be based on an appropriate organization equipped with

qualified staff and storage facilities (silos, warehouses, etc.)*

The principle of these operations is interesting to the extent that#

by- promoting stable prices, it protects consumers and can thus

contribute to development without exaggera-ted inflation, and at the same

time it stimulates producers, who are sure thdt a rise in production will

not mo^an a fall of prices. In fact, reduction of seasonal fluctuations

which, at present reach variations of 200-400 percent a year, is an

"important condition for increased production of cereals and for the

economic stability of African countries.

The public intervention made possible by V/FP aid at such' a strategic

point of development is incontestably fraught with long-term perspectives.

This is why tho Intergovernmental Committee decided at its 9th session

that,the experiment in the four countries concerned -Dahomey, Ghana,

Upper Volta and Ethiopia - would be continued and that similar projects

oould be envisaged in other countries if certain technical and economic

conditions wsre combined.

Aid' to youti; organisations with a view to their contribution to develop

ment

30. This category^ comprising six operations, all of them south of the

Sahara, is interesting for more than -one reason. In a sense, these

operations could be, regarded .as belonging to the category of rural

professional training or, better still, of rural animation. However, they

have developed from different points of departure based on a different

philosophy of rural development. The doctrine of animation is to choose

some elements in a village, inculcate upon them some new ideas and

techniques during very brief courses of instruction, and to re-inject ■ .

them at once in some way in their original environment. In this way, tho

animators dp not run the risk of becoming "strangers" in their own

villages. In the case of youth organizations, the point of departure is

the exodus from the countryside which is to be forestalled or attenuated,

or even reversed, and at the same time the unemployment of the young

generations. .. ■ . ■

ll See document 'WFP/lGCs 9/l3 of 18 February 1966.
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Camps are organized where, for a period of up to a year youths (this is a
supplementary difference "because rural animation deals with young adults)

receive additional primary instruction and the rudimonts of agronomy.

They till the land and sometimes take part in work of general interest,

forming a sort of work brigade. Some of these young pioneers - this is the

term generally used - may later sot up now villages, generally on a co

operative "basis. The experiment is still too recent to judge its long-

term results beyond the immediate aim of providing young people with
work •

Perspective

31. Generally, WFP-assisted development operations in Africa hardly differ
from those in other aroas of the world, with two exceptions. In some

countries - notably in Turkey - WFP furnishes aid to projects of

industrial development, which mainly helps improve the living oonditions

of workers. Experience so far does not seem sufficiently certain to draw
lessons applicable to Africa.

32. On the pther hand, despite the fact that this is not a very important

category for the moment, it seems possible to envisage in Africa the

chance of supplying aid to operations for the improvement of housing.

Needs in this field in Africa seem no loss great than elsewhere, and the

situation, especially on the outskirts of towns, is similar in many ways.

Certainly, if by improved housing we moan only the building of dv^ellings
by contract, there is evidently hardly any place for food aid in Africa

more than elsewhere. But if we also take into account the share of castor

(aided self-help housing).systems and, above all, if we consider that, as
shown by the work of ECA (l), improvement of housing is at first the
arrangement of technical infrastructure (based on a master plan, the
construction of roads and various networks and the arrangement of

reception areas or structures) and the establishment of residential
infrastructure (schools, dispensaries, public baths, markets, eto)j then
wo see that food aid could be of great help to the extent that this work

can partly be carried out by unskilled labour mobilized according to the

techniques of animation or community development. It seems that in urban

areas there aro considerable possibilities which can be illustrated by

w"FP-assisted operations in Colombia and Turkey. In oyig case food aid

serves to stimulate townspeople who devote ton hours at the weekend to the

building of the technical and residential infrastructure of their quarters*
In the other case, within the framework of a big project for the

rehabilitation of hovels, food aid, in addition to this first operation,

encourages the people concerned to build now dwellings. This is evidently

not the place to develop these considerations and review the many

conditions needed for the success of such operations, but to suggest that

there is a field whors, except for a, modost attempt in Malawi, WPP has not
yet intervened in Africa.

32. More generally, it is appropriate to underline.once again the contri

bution WFP could make to the development of African agriculture,as.

regards tho work of infrastructure (wator and land, roads, etc) and
regarding the modernization and diversification of production.

(l) See L-'Habitat en Afrique, document E/CN.14/HOU/7
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Often these operations can "be combined in complex projects where local
efforts are facilitated by WFP aid, by technical assistance of specialized
agencies, and.by aid in the form of equipment supplied by other sources.

In this context, we conclude theso remarks by recalling the study prepared
for ECA by Professor Rene Dumont (l)>

Professor Dumont stresses (page 217 of the French test) the role a strongly
widened (underlined by Professor Dutnont) world food program could play in
the progress of agriculture. He envisages throe cases in particular.

Firstly, while discussing the problems posed by irrigation, he draws
attention to the danger of large-scale work in which those concerned are

not associated, and he suggests th.it one could "ask these populations to ■
take part in a notable part of this work free of charge or only in

exchange for their food" (page 28). Secondly, in insisting on the mass
of the necessary work of infrastructure and development, he estimates,

especially for Iforth Africa, that "two generations of hard work poorly

remunerated are necessary", and that food aid could reduce the size of
this sacrifice (page 159;.

33. A third field is mentioned in the Dumont Report which so far has not

boon the subject of WFP aid in tropical Africas exploitation of forests.
Professor ]>amont suggests that attempts could be made to invest in forest

plantings the work potential of local rural populations at present not

used and unemployed in the dead farming soason, or the even more plentiful
potential of other areas of the country. The inflationary risks of

expenses with such deferred productivity could disappear if it were

possible to mobilize this work potontial without wages but with food aid.

Such an undertaking would have to be based on development of existing
rural communities which must be given roal economic powers- Every

community owning its l:,nd could plant part of it with forest. Unlike

certain development v/orky this would furnish it with receipts.

34« It is gratifying to note the convergence of the ECA expert's

reconmendations with tho operations assisted by V/FP in Africa, and it can

be deduced that, on the basis of experience accumulated in the past four

years, multilateral food aid could contribute on a considerably wider

scale to the development of Africa.in tho years to come.

III. HOW WFP JORICS

35- In concluding this rapid presentation of WFP activities in Africa, it

is perhaps not useless to recall briefly how WFP works and, more precisely,

the procedure to be followed in the submission of a project.

36. It is the government that plays the decisive role. It has the
initiative in advancing a request, and it is responsible for its execution

later on. Ho\7evsr; . this does not moan that it cannot benefit from

technical assistance of the United Nations or its specialised agencies in
the stage when the project and the request am being worked out and in the

phase of execution, concerning the substance of the operation or the
logistics of food aid.

(l) African Agricultural Development, study prepared for the 6th session
of ECA, published by los Presses Universitaires de France (collection

Tiers Monde), In English- document. E/CF.14/342, Sale No.66.II,k.6* '
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.37. In all stages, WFP is represented "by the Resident Representative of

the United Nations Development Program. All relations "between the

government and the WFP seat at Home pass through his office,

38. In the elaboration stage of a request, the government may act alone

or in consultation with experts sent out "by WFP on special assignment.

In any case? the request must follow a kind of model available in the

local UNDP offices. This avoids loss of time in the procedure. The

request must "be accompanied "by all useful or necessary explanatory and

descriptive documents.

39« When WFP has a request officially "before it, it checks its internal

consistency and makes sure with the donor countries that the requested

products are available. It sees to it that the FAO subcommittee on .

utilization of food surplueesj which has its seat in Washington, raises no

objection, and it submits the projects to the United Nations (Department
of Economic and Social Affairs) and to FAO and in addition, as the oase

may be, to a specialized agency, such as BIT, WHO or UNESCO, which

examine them, from economic and technical points of view. The principal

criteria of judgment are, that the project should bo feasible economically

and technically, that it should fit in with the country's development

plan or perspectives, and that it should not hurt local production or

international exchanges. On the other hand, aid may be granted to a

project only on condition that the criterion of accretion is respected

(that is, that the project entails increased consumption which would not
have been possible without it). It may happa*i that WFP sends a
programming mission to tho requesting country if the toxt of the request

does not furnish all the eloments needed for a decision or if a revision

seems necessary.

40. When all chocks are finished, the project may be approved either by

the Executive Director if the value of tho products needed does not

exceed a certain sum (at present set at 750?000 dollars) or by the
Intergovernmental Committee, which meets twice a year, in spring and

autumn. This committee has 24 members, half of them designated by ECOSOC

and the other half by the FAO Council. At present the committee has

three African members (Ghana, Nigeria and the United Arab Republic).

41• The project approved by WFP is then tho subject of an agreement

between WFP and the requesting government. When the agreement is signedj

the government informs WFP as soon as all arrangements necessary for

receiving and utilizing the products have been made, and WFP then asks

the donor government to proceed with shipment.

42. It will be seen that such a procedure, needed to keep administrative

charges strictly to the minimum, takos tine. Generally, one year has to

be calculated from receipt of a request complete with all the necessary

details to the arrival of products in the country (this evidently does
not apply to emergency operations).

43. In the stage of distribution of the products, WFP provides tho

government with the services of an officer specialized in the problems of

handling products, if requested ^oy the govurnaont or if justified by the

importance or complexity of the project, or by tho number of projects in

the same country, or for any other reason.
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This officer is attached to the office of the UNDP Resident Representative.

44. As to execution of the operation, it has already beon noted that it

may "benefit from technical assistance furnished "by the United Nations ,

"by IOTP, for example, if it is a project of the Special Fund, or by the

regular program of one of the specialized agencies.

45. The requesting government undertakes to furnish a report at the end of

each three-month period on the progress of the project, dealing with its

substance and its logistics. Finally, Y/FP and the government co-operato

in evaluating the operations so that lessons can be learned from the

experience gained for the benefit of future operations.

46. Furnishing of the reports on the progress of projects is essential

not only to enable WFP to gauge the effectiveness of its aid but al*o

because it makes it possible to evaluate the optimum rhythm of shipments

to the beneficiary government. In fact, experience has proved that,

especially in tropical countries, it was wise to avoid too long periods of

storage and that it was better to stagger shipments. To do so, it is

indispensable to know regularly,every three months, how the commodities

are used.
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TABLE I

V/FP Emergency Operations in

Africa

1962 - November 1966)

Country Ho. of

project

North Africa

Algeria

Algeria

Morocco

Yfest Africa

Dahomey

Central Africa

Congo (Brazza)

Congo (Kinshasa)

Congo (Kinshasa)

East Africa

Botsv/ana

Burundi

Burundi

Kenya

Uganda

Somalia

Tanzania

Tanzania

Tanzania

Tanzania

803

833

804

812

814

825

830

824

822

829

828

815

819

805

817

823

8v

Date of

request

1.

28.

15-

11.

22,

H-

22.

27-

3:

10,

5

14.

11

25

22

10

11.62

12.65

1.63

, 1.64

, 8.64

, 8.65

,11,65

. 4-65

■. 3,65

.11.65

.10.65

. 8,64

.12,64

. 1.63

.IO.64

. 4.65

. 10 ^n

Reason for

aid

Repatriated

Refugees

Continuation

of a reafforost

project

Floods

Rofugcos

Refugees

Malnutrition

Malnutrition

Drought

Refugegs

Refugees

Drought

Refugees

Drought

Refugees

Refugees

Refugees

Wugoe-

*

2,

3:

1

Value of

Commodities

666,

243,

■250,

18,

4,

38,

225

,474,

212,

100.

,514:

147:

377:

28.

139:

22,

6

700

500

600

800

100

200

,700

,900

,200

,200

,000

,700

,200

,000

,800

,000

,100

1,

2,

5,

Total

Cost

715,

726,

533,

21,

5,

55;

283

007-

260.

137:

,662.

219;

495,

32

182

29

7

500

200

000

200

,000

,600

,800

,000

,200

,400

,300

,300

,500

,300

,200

,000

,800
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TABLE II

Approved WET development projects in Africa at 20.11.66

Country

Botswana

Botswana

Botswana

Burundi

Burundi

Cameroon

323

324

340

080

249

308

Project

Central African 286

Republic

Chad

Chad

Chad

Chad

329

330

119

119
(ext,

Congo (Brasz.) 190

Dahomey 172

Ethiopia

Gabon

Ghana

Ghana

244

325

070

070

(ext

Total cost to WffP

$ us

Community development + Tse-tse fly 5,907,000

control

Pre-school and school feeding

Livestock feeding scheme

6,029,800

1,614,900

Improvement of agricultural production 397,300

through multiplication of improved seeds

Mugera Refugees settlement 1,239,100

Road construction across the Mamfe 372,000

Overside and training of village farmers

Training of unemployed rural youth for 465?000

rural development

Nutrition education of mothers and pre- 285,700

school feeding

Employment of youth in rural and urban 268,000

development

Land reclamation and school feeding, 1,193,600

Uorth East Lake Chad

Land reclamation, 2T.E. Lake Chad 280,400

Training of unemployed urban youth for 609,000

rural settlement

Experiment in the feasibility of using 138,000

yellow maize to stabilize the price of

white maize

Price stabilisation of wheat 593,400

Development of secondary and vocational 592,300

education

"Volta River agricultural resettlement 1,493*700

Volta River agricultural resettlement 920,600

Ghana 250 Price stabilisation 820,000
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Country

Ghana 255

Project

Poultry and pig supplementary

folding program

Total cost to v.

$ US

355,600

Guinea

Lesotho

Lesotho

Lesotho

Lesotho

Madagascar

Malawi

Mali

Mali

Mauritania

Rwanda

Senegal

Senegal

Tanzania

Tanzania

Tanzania

Tanzania

Togo

Togo

131

230

230

230

(ezt.)

352

O87

228

220

221

055

102

125

170

009

150

256

256

(oxpO

120

278

iboding scheme in technical sohoola 400*900

Pre-school and school feeding 9X9*200

Pro-school and school feeding 166,700

Pre-school and school feeding 1,581,000

3olf-help public works scheme 428,500

Pilot land settlement scheme, Lower 120,200

Mangoky

Multipurpose development in rural areas 179,200

Rural development 5°5*300

National literacy campaign 429,000

School feeding 234,100

Settlement in the Mayaga and Icyanya 407,300

areas

Expansion of rural employment through 434,500

self-hslp activities

Development of food industries 324,900

Land settlement in five areas 338,700

Four settlement schemes 340,400

Development scheme preparatory to 469,000
refugee settlement

Refugee settlement scheme 208,000

School feeding 44,300

Rural development 118,000
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Country

Uganda

Upper Volta

Zatnfcia

Zambia

Zambia

Project

214 Development scheme preparatory to

refugae settlement

156 Price stabilization scheme

201 National Youth Service

205 Training and resettlement of refugees

205 Training and resettlement of refugees

(ext.)

Total cost to WFP

$ US

8579200

175,700

131,200

208,500




